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ABSTRACT

A comparative study was carried out on a series of 72 ice-skating and 57 roller skating injuries over a sixteen month period. The average patient age was 20.5 years in the ice-skating group and 16.5 years in the roller skating group. Females predominated in both groups accounting for 72% of ice-skaters injured and 77% of roller skaters injured. Ice-skaters sustained more serious injuries than roller skaters as was evident from the significant difference in fracture numbers in the two groups. Ice-skating fractures accounted for 40% of all injuries while roller skating fractures were only 14% of their total injuries. The majority of ice-skating fractures occurred in females. As a result of our study we recommend several preventative measures.

INTRODUCTION

During 1980 an ice-skating rink opened in south central Dublin. It joined several roller disco centres as new leisure outlets. The opening of these centres was associated with an increase in related injuries. As St. James's Hospital was the major accident and emergency centre in this area, it received a significant number of those injured. This study was designed to assess the nature of injuries sustained by those attending roller discos and ice rinks.

METHODS

From January 1981 to the end of April 1982 all first time attenders with ice-skating and roller disco injuries were followed up for a period of twelve months. Patients were assessed and managed according to standard departmental protocols. Soft tissue injuries and minor fractures were treated in the accident department, more serious fractures being followed up in the orthopaedic outpatient clinic. Patients with major fractures and those sustaining loss of consciousness following head injuries were admitted for further treatment or observation as required.

RESULTS

A total of 129 persons attended, 57 from roller discos and 72 from the ice-skating rink. There was a significantly greater number of females in both groups. The average age was 16.5 in the roller disco group and 20.5 in the ice-skating (Table I).

Of the total 57 injuries in the roller skaters, there were 14% fractures, 16% head injuries with loss of consciousness and 70% soft tissue injuries including head injuries without loss of consciousness. However in the...
ice-skating group there were 40% fractures, 10% head injuries with loss of consciousness and 50% soft tissue injuries (Fig. 1). Fractures in the roller disco group consisted of 87.5% upper limb and 12.5% lower limb. The ice-skating fractures differed significantly in that 48.3% were upper limb and 52.7% were lower limb. The 8 roller skating fractures were 5 Colles, 1 Smith, 1 olecranon and 1 tarsal. The 29 fractures due to ice-skating consisted of 7 Colles, 1 Smith, 1 olecranon, 1 clavicle, 1 humerus and 3 phalangeal in the upper limb and 3 tibio-fibular, 1 upper fibula, 8 lower fibula, 2 patellar and 1 lower tibia in the lower limb (Figs. 2 and 3). Females predominated in the ice-skating fracture group accounting for 23 of the 29 fractures.

In both groups the majority of patients were treated in the accident and emergency department and then discharged (72% of roller skaters and 60% of ice-skaters). Those with more serious injuries were admitted and this accounted for 16% of roller skaters and 15% of ice-skaters. The remaining 11% of roller skaters and 24% of ice-skaters were given immediate treatment and were further reviewed at the fracture clinic (Fig. 4). In each group one patient refused admission and these two are not included in the figure.

The attendance rate throughout the period illustrated in Fig. 5 shows an initial peak which fell and then levelled off at a fairly steady rate.

**DISCUSSION**

Injuries as a result of sporting accidents have assumed importance over the last five years. Spinal injuries as a
result of rugby and head injuries caused by boxing have been given most prominence. The results of these latter two may be catastrophic in the long term but lesser injuries due to minority interest activities should also be considered. Two examples of these types of sports are ice-skating and roller skating.

In this comparative study a definite difference was observed in the age profiles of the two groups. Roller skaters had an average age of 16.5 years which was comparable to that of Dowey (1982) but differed from that of Corcoran (1980), Ferkel et al (1981) and Kvidera and Frankel (1983). In the ice-skating group the mean age was 20.5 years which was greater than that found by Biener and Müller (1973) in their extensive study. The age difference noted between the two groups corresponds with the age groups attending the local rinks. The relative cost of admission probably explains this difference. Children were more likely to attend roller discos than adults.

The sex ratio was evenly distributed for participation in these sports, however there was a higher incidence of females injured. These results are in agreement with previous studies carried out by numerous authors on roller skaters (Bunker, 1983; Corcoran, 1980; Dowey, 1982; Ferkel et al, 1981; Kvidera and Frankel, 1983; Wilkinson *1982), but disagree with that of Biener and Müller (1973) who observed a predominance of males in ice-skating, but this study was carried out more than ten years before the others mentioned; fashions change!

Soft tissue injuries accounted for the majority in both groups (70% of roller skaters and 50% of ice-skaters). However fractures contributed significantly in the ice-skating group, accounting for 40% of injuries, while the roller skaters had only 14%. Our ice-skating results are more comparable with those in a skateboarding survey by Christian and Khan (1980) than to our roller skating group. Twenty-three of the twenty-nine ice-skating fractures occurred in females and perhaps the fact that girls are lighter and less strong physically may account for these results. However if this is the case we would expect a similar proportion of females with fractures in the roller skating group which did not occur.
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**Fig. 4:**
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**Fig. 5:**
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since only four of the eight fractures were sustained by females. Several authors of roller skating surveys have however found similar results to that of our female ice-skaters suggesting that they usually have a greater incidence of serious injuries (Corcoran, 1980; Ferkel et al, 1981; Kvidera and Frankel, 1983).

In the roller skating group 87.5% of fractures involved the upper limb, particularly the wrist which agrees with studies carried out by Bunker (1983), Dowey (1982), Ferkel et al (1981), Kvidera and Frankel (1983), Ullis (1979) and Wilkinson (1982). Ice-skating fractures were fairly evenly distributed between upper and lower limbs (48% upper limb and 52% lower limb).

Roller skating is a faster sport but one has better control than in ice-skating. This may explain why roller skaters had more soft tissue injuries and less fractures. Also, the majority of upper limb fractures in roller skaters can be attributed to their using the upper limb as a defensive mechanism in falls. Ice-skaters’ lower limb fractures were mainly due to abduction-rotation movements of the ankle associated with rapid deceleration. Head injuries with loss of consciousness were of similar proportions in the two groups.

Attendance rates at the accident and emergency centre were higher just after several of the rinks opened and later became fairly constant. This suggests that skaters became more skilled or that the initial enthusiasm waned.

The majority of patients seen in casualty were discharged after treatment. This accounted for a large percentage of both groups. Similar numbers required admission in the two groups. The major difference observed between them was that more ice-skaters required follow-up at the fracture clinic due to their greater incidence of this injury type. Hence, overall they were the more costly in time and money to the health board.

Injuries from leisure time activities may lead not only to direct problems due to the injury itself but also to socio-economic loss because of absence from work. We noted that the length of time off work (estimated from the social welfare certificates) was comparable with that expected from similar injuries due to industrial or traffic accidents. The ice-skating group had an overall longer absence from work. Recently the major Irish football association (Gaelic Athletic Association) has introduced a voluntary insurance scheme for all its members. This seeks to defray the losses incurred by players due to medical expenses and absence from work. A similar scheme might usefully be adopted for all participant sporting activities.
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**F.I.M.S. STATEMENT ON DOPING**

F.I.M.S. appeals for new initiatives in education and anti-doping propaganda aimed at protecting health by eliminating doping, including the inappropriate use of medicaments, by all sports people.

F.I.M.S., while recognising the continuing importance of doping control in the eradication of doping practices in sport, expresses concern that the increasing costs of control are being met at the expense of positive sports medical services in relation to the scientific preparation of athletes’ health and fitness and facilities for the treatment of their medical and injury problems.

**Contact:** Dr. P. N. Sperryn, British Association of Sport and Medicine,

49 Blakes Lane,
New Malden,
Surrey KT3 6NS.
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**OBITUARY**

**Dr. Robert Edward Hamill, MB, BS, MRCS, LRCP, DOBSTRCOG**

Bob Hamill died on June 18th after a short illness, at the age of forty-eight. He qualified at St. Mary’s Hospital, London, in 1961, and spent two years from 1965 in a South African mission hospital. He then entered general practice in Farnborough, Hampshire, and was Medical Officer to Farnborough Football Club, a post for which he was well suited as he had represented London University’s Association Football Team, and later played for Farnborough. To extend his knowledge of sports medicine, he attended the 1979 BASM Sports Medicine course at Loughborough University, where he proved to be a very keen and interested member, well remembered and well liked by his fellow students and the staff. He joined BASM during the course, and kept up an active interest until the time of his death. We extend our deepest sympathy to his widow, his son and his two daughters.
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